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Did you know that most of your fonts contain thousands of characters, many of which are not accessible from the keyboard? PopChar X is a 
program that lets you see and type all of the available and hidden characters for a particular font - including HTML special characters and characters 
from Unicode fonts. You can set PopChar to load at startup or leave it as a stand alone application that you can 
open whenever you need a special character. PopChar works with all modern applications that support 
Unicode.

Interface
Once PopChar is installed, a small “P” appears in the upper left hand corner of the menubar. But if you don’t 

like that position, you can change its location to either the right 
corner of the menubar or as a “Status Item” icon which will appear 
in your menubar (Figure 1). Simply click on the “P” and instantly 
the PopChar’s Character Table/window pops up (Figure 2). A list of 
the installed fonts appears on the left. Pick your desired font and then 
scroll down until you find the desired character and click on it. 
Instantly that character is inserted into your document. It couldn’t be 
easier.

Searching for characters
Remembering where all of the different characters are for every 

font is impossible. For example, I knew that one of my fonts has a 
double upward pointing arrows character that cross like an “X”. But 
for the life of me, I couldn’t remember what its name was or which 
font had it. Now, with PopChar all I have to do is:
1. Change the View to “Union of All Available Fonts” -  this lets 

you search for a character in all of your installed fonts 
system-wide.

2. Do a search on the word “Arrow”. 
Instantly all of the arrows for every font are shown in the PopChar 

window. I just scrolled down until I found the desired double arrow 
character.

You can also search for all instances of a 
letter, all the numbers, etc. Plus, you can 
search by Unicode number and name. So 
you can search for: “Acute Accent”, “℈”, 
etc.

Reverse Search characters
Once you find your desired character 

(whether its contained within your current 
font or not), you can do a Reverse Search to 
find out which font(s) contain that 
character. This is accomplished by 
Control-clicking on the character and then 

Figure 2. PopChar’s Character Table helps you quickly find your desired 
character or symbol.

Figure 3. You can quickly look up characters by their names. Just type one or more words to 
search for, and PopChar will display only the characters that match the search criteria. For 
example. You can even search by one letter like: “a” or by the word “number” as show in these 
screenshots.

Figure 1. The PopCharX window 
can be opened by clicking on a 
small “P” placed in one of three 
locations in the menubar.



selecting the “Mark fonts containing 
...” menu option.  PopChar places a 
dot/bullet next to all of the fonts that 
carry that character (Figure 4). 
Clicking on the bullet instantly selects 
the font and highlights the symbol in 
the character table.

Magnifier tool and Font size slider
 When you do a search for a character, 

occasionally quite a few variations of that character appear with little accents or 
subtle details here and there. Sometimes it may be difficult to decipher which 
is the one you want. In these instances, you can either use the Font slider bar 
to increase the size of the whole character table or use the Magnifying glass 
tool to increase the size of each character that you place it over.

Favorites view
If there is a special character that you use quite often, you can add it to the 

Favorites menu for quick access. Once you designate a character as a Favorite, 
that character will be surrounded in pink within the PopChar’s character 
table.

Supported Characters
PopChar supports both ASCII and Unicode characters. The theoretical 

limit of characters in a Unicode font is approximately 1.1 million. But most 
fonts only support a small subset of the Unicode characters (typicallyWestern 
fonts contain a few hundred characters whereas Asian fonts contain more 
than 10,000). Though OS X has full Unicode support, not all applications 
can use Unicode characters. 

When you select and thus enter a character into your document, it defaults 
to the font format and size of your document’s font. But you can override this 
default. At the bottom right of the PopChar window are three buttons. These 
let you specify the type of text to insert: Plain Text, Formatted Text (you can 
specify the font size of the inserted character), or HTML (which inserts 
characters as named or numeric HTML codes).

Keyboard combinations and Character names
When you place your cursor over a particular character, PopChar will 

display (at the bottom of the PopChar window) the key combination 
necessary to manually insert your desired character-provided there is a key combination. Some, but not all of the 
hidden characters have keyboard combinations. Knowing the keyboard equivalent is very helpful if you must 
repeatedly type an character in your document. Rather than looking it up over and over in 
PopChar, you can simply learn the combination and then type the key combination over and 
over again. Or you can add the character to PopChar’s Favorites list (Figure 8). Afterward all 
you have to do is click on the character from this list to insert it.

In addition to the character’s key combination, the character’s name and font number will 
also be listed at the bottom left corner of the window (Figure  ).

Font Preview and Sample text
In addition to letting you quickly locate and insert specific characters, PopChar can also 

generate Font Previews. This lets you see what your selected font would look like if you used it 
when formatted using one of several predefined format styles: 
• Lorem ipsum: the pseudo-Latin text, consisting of multiple paragraphs.

Figure 4. If you select a character like the NE Arrow shown in the upper left corner of the left 
image and then use the “Mark fonts Containing .…” option, PopChar will list all of the fonts 
that have a particular character (center image) and place a blue box around the searched for 
character (right image).

Figure 5. I turned on PopChar’s “Union of all available fonts” 
view option and did a search for “Arrows”. This brought up all 
the arrows found in all of my installed fonts - System-wide. 
BTW: Characters that are not part of  the current font appear in 
blue. 

Figure 6. The chosen character’s name and key 
combination are listed at the bottom of the 
PopChar window (right). PopChar will place 
an X over a keyboard if the searched for 
character isn’t in the current font (left).



• Fillerati: an English novel-like text.
• Blindtext: a single long paragraph.
• La Bastille: a historical essay in French.

You can search for which fonts have a particular character. In the upper 
left of the Figure 4, I clicked on the north east pointing arrow. I then 
selected the “Mark fonts Contains ↖”. A hollow bullet is placed to the 
side of each font that is found and character is highlighted with a blue box 
around it.

 The Font Info view reveals background information like version number, properties, supported languages, 
copyright & trademark statements, the number of characters and glyphs, etc.

If a character cannot be typed with the current keyboard, the keyboard symbol appears crossed out (Figure 6 - 
bottom of the left image). 

Shape Finder
 Searching for a character is easy if you know the character’s name. But if you don’t know its name, you can use 

PopChar’s Shape Finder to locate your needed character. The Shape Finder is a yellow square that you can draw the 
character on to (Figure 7). PopChar will do its best to locate all variants of that shape and then display them for you 
to pick from.

Emojis
PopChar can help you find and insert colorful Emojis. It can also display symbols/Emojis that 

would be difficult to create, since they consist of multiple characters. For example the base character 
can be modified for a profession, make it a male or female, etc. 

Apple’s Emoji font contains some faces and hands that come with 5 different skin tone variants. 
PopChar places a skin tone indicator at the bottom right corner of the Emoji to make it obvious 
which faces and hands have these variants (figure 9 right images). 

Many emoji characters can be represented both in their traditional black and white form and as a 
colorful emoji representation (Figure 9 left image) When you insert such a character in a 
document, the target application chooses an appropriate representation. With PopChar, you can 
control whether the text or the Emoji representation is used. Click the small triangle in the bottom 
right corner of a symbol and choose the desired variant - just like choosing the skin tone variants.

Practical Use:
In one of my previous reviews, I needed to show the Command modifier key (⌘). I tried to find it in the fonts that I use the most, but it eluded 

me. So I had to take a very small screenshot of the Command key symbol that was in a document and use that. I have since learned from the 
PopChar manual that that character is called: “Place of interest”. I typed that into PopChar’s search field and told it to “Mark the fonts containing 
⌘.” I was pleased and surprised to see that it was in 29 of my 100+ fonts. I added it to PopChar’s “Favorites” section and now whenever I need it, I 
simply go to PopChar and click on it from the Favorites list. 

The Skinny
Evaluation: PopChar X really speeds up the insertion of special and hidden characters and is much more feature rich and helpful than Apple’s 
Character Viewer. If this review peeks your interest, I suggest that you view several short video’s on Ergonis software’s web site. It shows PopChar in 
action.

Requires: OS X 10.6 10.15

Company: ergonis software 

Street Price: EUR 29.99 = (?) $30.00 (Depends on the currency exchange rate at the time of purchase)

Available Demo Copy

Figure 9. PopChar places little buttons at the 
bottom right corner of some Emojis. This 
lets you know that you can change the skin 
tone of faces and hands (as shown on the 
right) or display the character as black & 
white text or as a colorful Emoji (on the left).

Figure 7. The “Shape Finder” lets you find a character by drawing 
it.

Figure 8. You can place 
your most commonly used 
or hard to find characters 
in the Favorites list for 
quick insertion in the 
future..
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